
Amused Moose Laugh Off 2014
supported by BBC Worldwide and leading UK-owned dvd publishing company 2entertain

      Qualifying rounds, heats, quarterfinals and semifinals take place in London
prior to the Final in early August, during the Edinburgh Fringe

                                         Selection for the AmusedMooseComedy's Showcases
                           in London and during the Edinburgh Fringe, is made during the later rounds

DON'T DELAY ENTERING - THE FIRST ROUND STARTS ON 26 JANUARY
The sooner you enter, the more availability there will be for the Qualifying Round 
of your choice, and also it reduces the risk of not getting a spot in any of them

NB: There is no possibility of adding extra time/dates once all time slots are filled, so best to be amongst the first to enter.

Background:

The objective of AmusedMoose LaughOff is to discover the comedy stars of tomorrow (the mission is to seek out "star 
quality" amongst emerging talent and provide opportunities for newish comedians to develop their comedy careers by 
gaining exposure and quality stage time).  So a large number of entrants are helped to take their first step up the ladder 
to fame and fortune, following Jimmy Carr, Greg Davies, Nina Conti, Jack Whitehall, Sarah Millican, Josh Widdicombe, 
Andi Osho, Simon Amstell, Rhod Gilbert, Alex Zane, Mark Watson, Matthew Horne (in Matt & Mackinnon), Alex Horne, 
and many more, not necessarily primarily as stand-ups but also as presenters, hosts, comedy actors, and writers.

The winner receives £1500 but other prizes are dependent in reality on what producers and other talent scouts are keen 
to offer the winner and sometimes finalists and semifinalists too.  Importantly all the finalists will be considered for a dvd 
option by 2entertain, BBCWorldwide's dvd label.  But principally the big benefit is having significant exposure early on 
and getting noticed.  To that end, many talent scouts from the UK and around the world watch the heats and 
quarterfinals, semi-finals at Amused Moose Soho and Final at the Fringe, followed by showcases in Edinburgh and 
London's Soho Theatre.

From the heats onwards the audience cast votes, as does our industry panel comprising agents, producers, bookers 
etc.  However those panellists who cannot attend heats and quarterfinals (some are based in Australia, Canada and 
USA for example) view those online, so results from those rounds are only all confirmed once their scores are in.  

AmusedMoose LaughOff is extremely well respected in the industry; indeed it has been referred to as prestigious, and 
for many it is the preferred competition for discovering new talent.  About half the audience at the Final are movers and 
shakers in various areas of the comedy industry (in addition to the industry panel comprising producers, casting 
directors, managers/agents, promoters/bookers, reviewers and journalists, television and radio commissioners, 
programmers from international comedy festivals etc) so being a Finalist truly provides great exposure. 

Participants in the AmusedMoose LaughOff form the pool of talent from which performers are invited to be showcased in 
Amused Moose Comedy Showcases during the Edinburgh Fringe 2014, and at the Amused Moose Comedy Awards 
showcases at London's Soho Theatre in September.  Rhod Gilbert's big break came when he was spotted in Amused 
Moose showcases in Edinburgh in 2004 and as a direct result was invited to perform in Australia.  And Mark Watson 
tells us he still cherishes the soft toy Moose that was his winner's trophy in 2002.

Summary: 

• There will be Qualifying Rounds in central London from late January to mid-February – on the entry form 
you select the dates/times you can attend. 
It's important to note the dates/times you have said are possible for you (or print/save that entry form page for 
reference), and then keep those free until you are notified which one you will be in as they cannot be changed.
[There will not be space at the Qualifying Rounds for any friends, but they are welcome to wait for you in the bar 
where there is good pub grub]

• Heats, Quarter-finals and Semi-finals follow until midMay, with the Final happening during the Edinburgh 
Fringe in August.  All these are open to the public, friends and supporters, and talent scouts.

• There is no flexibility with the dates of the various rounds (see over), so BEFORE ENTERING do check that you 
can be available to be in London for at least one date/time in each round, and for the photoshoot and Final, if 
you progress right through.  
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• After you have submitted your entry you will be notified within a few days (but not until after 8 January) of 
your Qualifying Round date/time, when you will perform 60 to 90 seconds of your most gag-packed, funniest 
material.  The format is similar to an audition in that you have very little time, but will run like a comedy gig. 

• On arrival at your Qualifying Round you will be asked to complete a form which will include your availability for 
future rounds SO DO BRING YOUR DIARY.  Naturally hold available all the dates you select then.

• Participants are expected at all times to be supportive of each other and the compere, perform material that is 
‘original’ and not deemed offensive, to behave professionally, arrive on time and stay until the end, and cover 
their own costs and expenses. 

• Conditions of entry include that you do not have a dvd-type deal or support of any kind, nor have reached an 
Amused Moose Final previously.

QUALIFYING ROUNDS have been arranged to take place in London on the
afternoons and evenings of Sunday 26 January, Sunday 2 February, Sunday 9 February, and 
the evening of Monday 10 February
(So many entrants from far afield choose Qualifying Rounds in London, that regional rounds have become superfluous)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FOLLOWING THE QUALIFYING ROUNDS, entrants will be notified within ten days whether they are through to the 
next round and provided with full details so that friends can come along to their Heat.

HEATS (set length 5 minutes) are early evening and mid-evening on Sunday 23 and Monday 24 February, and 
         Sundays 2 and 9 March (on Sundays at The Albany, W1W 5QU; on the Monday at Tommyfields, SE11 4EZ)

QUARTERFINALS (set length 10 mins) are early evening and mid-evening on Sundays 23 and 30 March, and
         6 April at Hen & Chickens Theatre, St Pauls Road, Highbury Corner, London N1 2NA  (Highbury & Islington tube)

SEMIFINALS (set length 6/7 minutes) are at AmusedMooseSoho, London W1D 4DR on Saturdays 3, 10 and 17 May
FINALISTS professional photoshoot in London takes place on Sunday 18 May (noon to 4pm), for professional
         portfolios, the programme for the Final, and publicity

The FINAL of AmusedMoose LaughOff 2014 (7/8 minutes) takes place at the Fringe Festival in Edinburgh, on the 
        afternoon of Sunday 3 August with a celebrity host and an audience bursting with comedy industry talent scouts

NOTE: 
1. Votes for the heats, quarterfinals, semi-finals and Final are cast by all the audience as well as by a distinguished 

industry panel, but our decision is always final and we have the casting vote in the case of a tie.
2. You will be filmed for reference (and potentially for documentary and/or showreels etc if of suitable quality), and 

possibly so that absent panellists can vote for you.  But due to the large number of entries, copies cannot be 
provided of your filmed performance.

3. Any participant may afterwards receive support from 2entertain/BBCWorldwide which will have 'first option' until 
three months after the Final.

4. The exact nature of PRIZES varies from year to year (management deals, performance/tour opportunities and 
dvd offers are naturally dependent on circumstances beyond our control) but:
The winner receives £1500 which should be used for professional development (ideally for flights etc to perform 
at the comedy festival of their choice within the following 12 months); also there is interim PR support, plus 
interim management support from Amused Moose Comedy if needed. 
The winner and runners-up also receive shiny Moose trophies (usually presented by the CEO of the Edinburgh 
Fringe), and all finalists receive a photographic portfolio and dvd showreel of their Final set.

5. Most winners/runners-up have since signed with top agents (eg Avalon, PBJ, Comedy Store, Chambers 
Management, Off The Kerb, Lisa Thomas Management, Glorious Talent).  
NB: Entries won't be accepted from agents etc on behalf of entrants, as an entry criterion is that entrants should 
be undiscovered, and therefore getting their own gigs and looking after their own diaries.

6. If you play an instrument etc a DI box etc won't be available at the Qualifying Round.  
A CD can be played if it is integral to your set, but thorough written instruction is required with cues.  
A DI box and ipod/CD player will be available from the Quarterfinals onwards, but cannot be guaranteed before 
then.
There will be is no space/time in any rounds, for large props.

7. Unfortunately only the venue for the Final is wheelchair accessible.

All the competition shows and showcases are produced by A M Entertainments for AmusedMooseComedy, who believe 
that it is important to provide a platform for new comedians every year to be talentspotted during AmusedMoose 
LaughOff and in AmusedMooseComedy showcases.  We also believe it is far better for us to provide opportunities for 
dozens of emerging comedians to be 'discovered' and showcased, and as a result pick up more paid work on the 
comedy ladder, than the entire focus being on one person who simply gets a chunky cheque.
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IMPORTANT:
So we can easily contact you after you have entered,
go to the SUBSCRIBE page on www.amusedmoose.com

 Key in your email address/addresses, 
adding your stage name, 
your mobile number 

plus any other information you wish.
     (NB: Hotmail and aol email addresses seem unreliable, so if you use either it's recommended
     to change to gmail or yahoo and enter that as your main one in our database, maybe putting
     your hotmail/aol one as your second one)

 In the PERFORMER section
tick the 'Open Spot / AmusedMoose LaughOff competition information' box

 It's ESSENTIAL to click on links etc when asked to do so, to confirm that your details are correct 
etc, as only then will your 'record' go live

 If our Subscribe page says you're already registered, continue anyway and ensure your email  
address/addresses, stagename and mobile number are correct

 You now have the reassurance that we have up-to-date and correct contact details for you.  Yay!

NOW HERE IS THE THING YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR …..

T O   E N T E R
paste the link below into your browser bar

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/AMLO2014EntryForm
If that link won't work for you, please report it by email to Comedy@AmusedMoose.com

(and then if you don't receive a reply within a day please let us know on hilsjago@gmail.com )

Thank you for your interest, and we're very much looking forward to seeing you in what already looks 
like being another great year for brilliant emerging comedy talent.

Please don't email us unless it's really important as we will be very very busy processing hundreds of entries

Hils Jago
Producer/Director of Amused Moose Comedy Awards

http://www.amusedmoose.com/contact
mailto:hilsjago@gmail.com
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